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1. Worksurface
Worksurfaces can be ordered
as a single straight surface
or as duo surfaces in a L
configuration. Standard
depth is 24” or 30”. Standard
length is 48”, 60” or 72”. The
worksurfaces are available
in our standard Swiftspace
materials, including a
writable laminate surface
at no additional charge.
Worksurfaces can be ordered
with a drafting option be
folded down and used as a
whiteboard
2. Mobile Storage
Complete line of mobile
pedestals, storage towers, and
lateral files available.
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3. Visual Privacy
Visual and Physical Privacy
Panels can be added to the
sides and back of the station
to increase privacy. The
panels are available in various
heights, widths, and materials
4. Surround Panels
Surround Privacy Panels in
various heights and widths
can be added. The melamine
privacy panels are stored on
the SHAPE when folded and
when the station is set-up
they attach by clipping on to
the station leg. Privacy Panels
can be attached to the legs
on each worksurface side to
create a L configuration.
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5. Height Adjustment
Easily adjust from a sitting to a
standing position. Range from
23.2” to 49.4” with the push of
a button. There are four pre-set
height adjustments available.
Range from 21.9”-48.1”
available with smaller castors.
6. Castors
2.5” in diameter with grey
rubber wheels that swivel and
lock.
7. Accessory Rail
For mounting monitors,
shelves, paper slots and binder
storage.
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8. Power and Data
Comes standard with under
surface mount powerbar. An
optional trough contains a
detachable power bar with
six electrical outlets and a
15 ft power cord that can
be plugged into any regular
electrical outlet.
Can add an additional 40
amps and on-surface power/
data. The shape can also be
equipped with the Trac4 circuit
power system.

Our Shape Stations,
•

Mobile all-in-one unfolding system, Storable at 15% of its
original size

•

No installation required Configure your workstation
immediately

Shape stations folded for easy transportation or storage

•

No parts or pieces, Easy to reconfigure

•

Customizable, permanent workstations for any office system

•

Smaller castor available at no extra cost for height range of
21.9” - 48.1”

For more information about our products or to schedule a demo visit www.swiftspaceinc.com

